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Live from Ghana

Zumbiel plant will finally
come down

“Foreign correspondent” John LaFollete depicts life in Africa
during his Academic Service Learning Semester.
Backpage, pg. 8

Find out when, Campus News, pg. 2
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With the Sodexo
contract expiring,
Xavier’s search
for a food service
provider has been
narrowed down to
three companies
with less-thansterling records.

Half
Baked:
KATIE ROSENBAUM
Campus News Editor

The quest for a food service provider at Xavier University has been
narrowed to three companies that,
in the past, have been cited for hav- Not With Our Money
ing poor food and service quality officials claim that Sodexo maintained ties
and questionable business ties.
Sodexo, Inc., formally Sodexho, to the private prison
currently is Xavier’s food service industry.
In response to Soprovider. Sodexo’s contract ends
on May 30. On June 1, Sodexo, dexo’s involvement
Chartwells Inc. or Aramark Corp. with CCA, a company
will be the food service provider accused of violating
the human rights of its
at Xavier.
Sodexo previously owned stock prisoners, the Xavier
in Corrections Corp. of America Student Senate passed
(CCA). CCA is the largest opera- a resolution on Dec.
tor of private prisons and the fifth 10, 2001 calling upon
largest prison system in the United Xavier University to
not renew its contract with Sodexo.
States.
In 2001, Sodexo broke ties with Xavier, however, renewed its conCCA because “the investment was tract with Sodexo in 2003.
Sodexo is also the food serno longer in line with our stravice protegic objectives,” The products that Chartwells are neither con- vider for
said So- sistently high quality nor uniformly nutritious, the U.S.
Departdexo Mar- and the service is, in some venues, sub-par.
riott’s Vice
-St. Louis Univeristy News, Mar. 7, 2008 ment of
Defense,
President
having
of Public
signed a 10 year, $23 billion conRelations, Leslie Aun.
Not With Our Money, an or- tract in 2004 to provide food service
ganization protestings Sodexo’s in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Chartwells, another company
involvement with private prisons,
had an active chapter on Xavier’s that Xavier is considering, has had
campus in 2001, when a group of service problems at other schools.
over 50 students rallied against Resident Advisors at UNC CharSodexo’s presence at Xavier Uni- lotte were served severely underversity. These students demanded cooked chicken at an event catered
that Xavier terminate its contract by Chartwells last year.
This chicken was served after
with Sodexo based on Sodexo’s
relationship with CCA. Sodexo different sized pieces of chicken
ended up selling their stock in were cooked together in a fryer.
CCA on May 23, 2001, though The larger pieces of chicken were
under-cooked when they were
©2008
removed from the fryer. Andrew
The Xavier Newswire
Lipson, resident district manager of
All rights reserved
Chartwells’ higher education, said
that because of this incident, meat
would no longer be cooked together
in mixed sizes.
Fax
(513) 745-2898
An editorial published in the St.
Advertising
(513) 745-3561
Louis University News on Mar. 7,
Circulation
(513) 745-3130
2008, says that “though Chartwells
Editor-in-Chief
(513) 745-3607
does, in fact, serve food, the price
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of this food, quality of service
and current hours of operation are
questionable. The products that
Chartwells sells are neither consistently high-quality nor uniformly
nutritious, and the service is, in
some venues, sub-par.”
University of Louisville is also
currently under contract with Chartwells. The administration and the
Food Advisory Board, where both
the university and Chartwells receive feedback from faculty, staff
and students about campus food
service, is currently looking at this
contract and deciding if it should be
renewed in August. Students at the
University of Louisville complain

Top 10 colleges for
food, and their provider:
1) Virginia Tech, self-provided
2) Bowdoin College, self-provided
3) Wheaton College, Bon Appétit
4) Byrn Mawr College, selfprovided
5) James Madison University,
Aramark
6) Colby College, Sodexo
7) Franklin W. Olin College,
Sodexo
8) St. Olaf, Bon Appétit
9) Cornell, Local Food Initiative
10) Washington University (St.
Louis), Bon Appétit
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concerns include legal issues, fiscal mismanagement, poor food
and service quality, public health
risks, issues with alcohol sales,
mistreatment of workers, reports
of discrimination and severed accounts.
Included among the allegations
made against Aramark is a scandal
involving the retirement of a Tennessee State University official.
about a lack of variety and have President James A. Hefner retired
proposed offering competing food in 2004 after audits discovered that
service providers on the University he had accepted Super Bowl tickets
and other gifts that totaled $9,000
of Louisville’s campus.
Duke University has hired two from Aramark officials.
Kenyon University terminated
food service groups to compete for
business on campus. The Compass its contract with Aramark in 2005
Group, which owns Chartwells as after it issued an ultimatum to Arawell as the other food service pro- mark over problems “ranging from
vider, Bon Appétit, provides food poor sanitation in the dining halls
on Duke’s campus. Chartwells is to poor service and unimaginative
providing food for Duke’s West menus,” said Kenyon’s Chief BusiCampus while Bon Appétit serves ness Officer David McConnell.
He said other complaints included
the East Campus.
Duke hired the Compass group double-billing and overcharging
after the director of Duke Dining for events.
The Yale Daily
Services said that
News reports that
bringing Aramark,
For more, read
“top Yale cooks have
their previous pro“Food for thought”
openly expressed
vider, to campus was
Op-Ed, pg. 4
disgust with the
a mistake. The Duke
quality and variety
University Student
Dining Advisory Committee gave of food” from Aramark.
Aramark also faces quality issues
Aramark three votes of no confiin elementary schools. Members of
dence during its tenure at Duke.
The Alliance for Quality Ser- the Detroit Public School board
vices, a coalition of more than two raised questions over quality conmillion working people, has raised cerns. Dr. Carla Scott, a DPS board
concerns over Aramark. These member, said Aramark served inedible food at a committee meeting.
“On more than one occasion they
Worst 10 colleges for
served rotten chicken breast and
food, and their provider: fruits at a human resource meeting,” said Scott.
1) U.S. Merchant Marine
The Princeton Review rates the
Academy, Sodexo
best and worst food services in
2) Catawba College, Chartwells
the country. Four of the 10 worst
3) Fish University, Sodexo
schools used Sodexo as their pro4) Guilford College, Sodexo
vider, three of the schools used
5) S.U.N.Y. Albany, Chartwells
Chartwells and one school used
6) Hampton University, Gourmet
Aramark.
Services, Inc.
Out of the 10 best schools, two
7) Wells College, Sodexo
schools use Sodexo, one uses Ara8) Missouri U. of Science and
mark and three of the schools use
Technology, Chartwells
Bon Appétit.
9) Carnegie Mellon, Parkhurst
10) Flagler College, Aramark
For the rest of the story, visit
www.xavier.edu/newswire

Source: Princeton Review
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Zumbiel implosion date decided
Stephanie Metz

Assistant Campus News Editor

After months of preparation,
the Zumbiel Packaging Plant is
scheduled to be imploded at 8 a.m.,
Saturday, March 22.
Although it is “a relatively
safe explosion” there are several
precautions being taken, says Bob
Sheeran, Associate Vice President
for Facility Management.
Dana, Cleneay and Herald avenues will all be closed for the
implosion and an exclusion zone
will be set up so that students, area
residents and spectators maintain a
safe distance.
Residents of the Commons
Apartment building will be asked
to evacuate the building and clear
the Commons parking lot that
morning.
“We are simply asking students
to move their cars and evacuate
the building out of precaution and
because the area will be so dusty,”
says Angie Kneflin, Apartments
Manager.
The morning of the implosion,
spectators will be able to watch
from the C-2 parking lot near the
entrance to the Schiff Family Conference Center entrance. Sheeran
believes this will be the best spot
from which to view the implosion
because “you will be able to see the
building falling toward you.”
The entire demolition project for
many buildings on Xavier’s campus
is expected to take three to four
months in total. Sheeran estimates
the campus is about five weeks into
the process.
Tearing down old structures like

Photo by Erika Breese

Crews are currently preparing the Zumbiel Packaging plant for implosion. This implosion, scheduled for
March 22, was postponed for several months due to these preparations.
the Zumbiel Packaging Plant, the
Norwood Café and Ledgewood
Avenue houses will make room
for new buildings that are part of
Xavier’s To See Great Wonders
Campaign.
During the past months, the
Zumbiel plant has been prepared
for the upcoming implosion. “One
major objective was to recycle as
much material as possible from
the Zumbiel plant, up to 90 percent
of the building’s materials,” said
Sheeran.
The structure itself is composed
mainly of steel and concrete, which

Police Notes
Mar. 3, 2:10 a.m.– A student
reported being harassed by another
student.

Mar. 4, 6:39 a.m.– Two students
reported a minor accident in the
C-5 lot.

Mar. 5, 12:31 a.m.– Campus
Police and Residence Life investigated a report of someone smoking
marijuana in Husman Hall. The
odor of marijuana was detected, but
nothing was found.

Mar. 5, 7:52 p.m.– Campus
Police investigated a report of three
subjects running through the C-5 lot
wearing masks. An investigation
revealed that the subjects were high
school students attending a tournament game at Cintas Center.

Mar. 6, 4:40 p.m.– A student
and an employee reported a minor
auto accident in the Sycamore lot.

Mar. 8, 1:07 a.m.– Campus
Police and Residence Life investigated a report of someone smoking marijuana in Kuhlman Hall.
A small amount of marijuana and
paraphernalia were confiscated
from a student.

Mar. 8, 2:38 a.m.– Campus Police investigated a noise complaint
in the Commons. The occupants
of the apartment were advised of
the complaint and two students in
violation of visitation hours were
escorted out of the apartment.
Mar. 8, 6:40 p.m.– Campus Police and Cincinnati Fire and Rescue
responded to the rear driveway of
a student residence on Ledgewood
Avenue for a student vehicle on fire.
The fire was extinguished and the
car towed.
Mar. 9, 3:15 a.m.– Campus
Police and Cincinnati Police responded to a one-car accident with
minor injuries on Victory Parkway
near the baseball field. The vehicle
went off the road and caused minor
damage to the fence around the
field.

POLICE
NOTE
of the

Week

Mar. 9, 1:56 a.m.– A student carrying a stolen neon
sign from Dana Gardens
was apprehended on Cleneay Avenue. The sign was
returned.

materials would not have been acceptable for recycling.
“Everything that comes down
can now be recycled,” says Sheeran. After clearing all the hazardous
materials, steel columns have been
prepared for demolition by removing some of the concrete attached
to them so they will be easier to
implode.
The demolition of the Zumbiel
plant was delayed to clear the
building of hazards. March 22
was settled on as the implosion
date because the building will be
ready by that date and because the
demolition company, Controlled
Demolition Inc., a nationwide
traveling demolition company, was
available as well.
Distributed between the first and
third floors of the Zumbiel plant, a
total of 350 explosive sites will be
placed and then set off in a sequence
the morning of the implosion.
Sheeran explains implosion as
an “engineered progressive failure;
a systematic elimination of supports
to control where the building falls.”
The steel columns supporting the
building will be weakened enough
so that gravity will cause the building to fall over. From the time the
explosive sites are set off, to the
time the building falls will take
approximately 10 to 12 seconds,
according to Sheeran.
Once the building has been demolished it will take several more
weeks to remove all of the debris.

can all be recycled. However,
all the insulation materials in the
building could not be recycled
and needed to be removed prior to
demolition.
During the preparation for the
implosion, several environmental
hazards, typical in a building this
age, were uncovered. These hazards included asbestos on piping,
fire doors, polychlorinated biphenyls used as coolants and insulat-

ing fluids and mercury in old light
bulbs. In addition to these typical
hazards, asbestos was unexpectedly found in the caulking around
windows and in the putty holding
the glass in the windows.
“We needed to get rid of all that
first” before implosion could happen, says Sheeran. Although the
amount of the chemicals was not
dangerous, if the building had been
imploded with them inside other

BRIEFS

Girls’ health day

Brown bag lunch

There is an opportunity for
girls and their mothers or other
significant female role models
in their lives to join together for
girls’ health day on Saturday,
May 3. The all-day event, called
“Growing Together, Connecting
for Life,” is the vision of five
amazing Cincinnati girls who
comprise Girl Scout Troop 44738.
Their vision attracted Speaking
of Women’s Health as a partner
and the YWCA as a contributor.
Contact Amy Goetz at x3940 for
more information.

From 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.,
Thursday, March 13, at the Women’s Center. Xavier’s Vice Provost for Diversity, Cheryl Nunez
will discuss “A Women’s-Centered Perspective on Institutional
Change.” Bring a lunch and a
friend, and stay for all or part
of the discussion. Contact Amy
Goetz at x3940 for more information.

Katie Rosenbaum, Editor
News Desk: 745-3607
newswire-news@xavier.edu

Women’s luncheon
You are cordially invited
to the 14th Annual Women of
Color Luncheon. from 11:30
a.m.-1 p.m. on Wednesday,
March 26, in the Cintas Center
Banquet Room. The speaker
will be Dr. Susan Mboya, Marketing Director, Global Oral-B
Power Brushing and Founder of
the Zawadi Africa Educational
Fund. R.S.V.P. by March 19. A
vegetarian meal will be available. For more information call
Multicultural Affairs at x3181.

Manis and muffins
Alternative Break Biloxi
wants to help you get ready for
Spring Break. Stop by the Fireside Lounge in Gallagher from
1-4 p.m. on Wednesday, March
12 and Thursday, March 13 for a
manicure with a donation to help
support AB Biloxi. There will
also be baked goods for sale for
those of you who are too “manly”
to have a manicure. Stop by and
help us help others. Contact Brie
Cupp at cuppb@xavier.edu for
more information.

Webcast discussion
The Drake Foundation presents
Bob Woodruff webcast at Xavier.
Please join us in a discussion
involving Mr. Woodruff’s experience as a journalist embedded
with the troops in Iraq, the attack
that led to his traumatic brain
injury and his amazing recovery
through rehabilitation and family support. The discussion will
recognize and honor our armed
services with a panel of experts
representing journalism, healthcare and veteran care/experiences
on Tuesday, April 1 in the Schiff
Family Conference Center’s banquet room 1. Pizza and registration
will begin at 7 p.m. with welcome
and introductions beginning at
7:30 p.m.. Don’t miss out on this
compelling webcast event and
discussion. Contact Amy Goetz at
x3940 for more information.

Approach sign-up
The new date for the Approach
Retreat is now March 28-30. New
people are welcome to sign up to
attend the retreat. The new deadline is 5 p.m. this Friday, March
14, with no extensions. Please
bring the form and a $25 deposit
to Campus Ministry. Financial
assistance is available. Please contact Mike in Campus Ministry at
x3321 or shawverm@xavier.edu,
Paul Moeller at moellerp@xavier.
edu or Lauren Staley at staleyl@
xavier.edu for more information.

XBOX for $10

Do you have exceptional skills
in playing Madden ‘08? Do you
want an XBOX 360 for $10? If
so, then come to NOBCChE’s
XBOX 360 Tournament: Madden
Madness at 7:30 pm this Thursday,
March 13 in Gallagher. You will
compete for an XBOX 360 by
playing Madden ‘08. The cost for
Preregistration is $10 per person
playing if pre-signed up. Winner
walks away with the XBOX 360.
Contact nobcche@xavier.edu for
more information.
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Food for thought

We’re very worried about Xavier’s selection process for a new food
service provider.
The following points are making us especially nervous:
• Xavier can’t—or perhaps, won’t—reveal certain financial aspects of
their relationship with Sodexo, the current food service provider. Is
there something they’re trying to hide?
• The three food service providers being considered for the new five year
contract—Sodexo, Aramark and Chartwells—all have rather glaring faults. Get the full story:
Sodexo provides the food at four of the
“Half baked”
Princeton Review’s 10 worst colleges
p.
for dining. Aramark gave the president
of Tennessee Statue University over $9,000 in gifts (bribery, anyone?).
Chartwells served students raw chicken and then attempted a rather
clandestine cover-up of their mistake.
• Xavier administrators rejected a bid from Bon Appetit Management
Company, widely considered to be the premier food service company
in America.
Look, we’re not going to pretend to be experts in dealing with food service
providers. We run a college newspaper, not a campus dining service. We
know students, not food service megacorporations.
However, since we know students, we know exactly how important it is
to have good dining options on campus. We feel that many administrators
at Xavier are underestimating this. Xavier administrators would also be
remiss to underestimate the importance of the quality of campus dining
to prospective students.
Many talented, energetic young people will avoid a college that serves
mediocre food. We’re quite sure that Xavier administrators fail to fully
understand this concept.
Guess who does understand this concept? Xavier students. And guess
who are severely underrepresented on the committee that will pick Xavier’s
new food service provider? Xavier students.
Beginning to see the problem here?
At last count, the committee is comprised of eight administrators and
three students. Since administrators are employed in large part to protect
Xavier’s bottom line, is there any reason to believe that these administrators won’t simply pick the most financially palatable option for Xavier,
regardless of the quality of service they provide? We’d like to think not,
but this scenario seems increasingly likely.
There’s a pretty simple solution to this problem. Put more students on
the committee so the people who are actually affected by this decision
are given some semblance of meaningful representation.
If this scenario is somehow unreasonable, we have another option. Administrators picking the food service provider that will be serving Xavier
students for the next five years should be prepared to get their food from
that same source for the next five years as well.
Because if it’s good enough for us, it’s good enough for them.
Right?

1

When you log on Facebook to
upload pictures of your crazy spring
break antics, be sure to check out
www.xavier.edu/newswire
and read Beth Hesse’s column.
It’s about LOOOOOVE, baby!
On the Web: http://www.xavier.edu/newswire
The Xavier Newswire is published weekly
throughout the school year, except during vacation and final exams, by the students of Xavier
University, 3800 Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH
45207-2129.
The staff editorial is written by a different staff
member each week and does not necessarily reflect
the sentiments of the entire staff. It is also not the
sole responsibility of the Opinions and Editorials
editor to write it.
The statements and opinions of the Xavier
Newswire are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty or administration of Xavier. The

statements and opinions of a columnist do not necessarily reflect those of editors or general staff.
Subscription rates are $30 per year or $15 per
semester within the USA and are prorated.
Subscription inquiries should be directed to
Patrick Stevenson, 513-745-3607.
Advertising inquiries should be directed to Ellie
Jaqueth, Advertising Manager, 513-745-3561.
One copy of the Xavier Newswire, distributed
on campus, is free per person per week. Additional
copies are 25 cents.
Xavier University is an academic community
committed to equal opportunity for all persons.

This cartoon was originally printed in a 1986 issue of the Newswire.
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Should Color Really Be The Issue?
I confess, I own a red (yes, I’m
aware it’s red, I’m not colorblind)
Jason Love shirt. I wore it to the
George Washington game with
pride, and I cheered for my team
until I was hoarse. I cheered for
Jason Love as he made his one and
only career double-double. Maybe
it’s just me, but I fail to see an issue
here. Granted, XU’s colors do not
include red, but how is supporting
a player now an offense that has the
entire campus riled up? Instead of
attacking loyal XU fans who happen
to stray from the standard blue for
one game, how about we turn our
attention to the “fans” that show up
in attire that doesn’t even mention
Xavier in any way? Or, how about
we attack those who merely stand
in the student section looking bored
and chatting with their friends? Or
why don’t we ridicule the Genera-

tion X shirts that are baby blue? Do
my eyes deceive me or is Xavier
blue a shade of navy? Also, I would
understand the frustration if there
were a designated shirt to be worn
to games. I don’t appreciate being
accused of violating the “unity” of
the student section when no unity
has ever existed. I also don’t appreciate being yelled at in the stands by
fellow Xavier students who claim
to hate the shirts, yet after Jason
Love played exceedingly well they
somehow decided they wanted to
order the offending apparel. From
now on, I would advise picking on
the fickle fans, not those who love
the team, regardless of what color
shirt they wear.

Catherine Alexander | ‘11

Territory Wars
I live in Buenger and it amazes
me how I cannot study in our chapel because of all the on-campus
groups that have “scheduled meetings.” The last two times that I have
tried to study for my calculus tests,
I have been kicked out of the chapel
by groups such as Navigators, who
occupy the chapel for an hour at a
time, which doesn’t seem like a
long time. However, when there are
multiple groups there every night,
there is no opportunity to study.
What bothers me most is that many
of the people in these groups do not
even live in Buenger. There’s no
schedule outside of the chapel that
says when these groups are coming,
so it’s always a surprise when they

show up and ruin your chances of
studying.
Sadly, it’s not just our chapel that
is being taken over. Our music room
in the basement is also taken over
by different groups. My roommate
has a voice class and was practicing
when a group came in and told her
that she had to leave because they
were scheduled to have a meeting.
Amazingly enough, this group had
nothing to do with music. It angers
me that we are trying to study for
classes and tests, yet we are the ones
told to leave for these non-academic
groups. I have to ask, is that not the
point of having a student center?
Veronica Kutys | ‘11

E D I T O R—

Parking
Problems
At 6:30 p.m. March 5, I came
back from getting a quick dinner
and was unfortunate enough to
get stuck in Cintas traffic. I drove
through R1 and R2 and found no
where to park so I called campus
police. They told me they had been
through both lots, cited many cars
and asked people to move. They
asked me to try again and then
to try the commuter lots. I did so
with no luck, so I called the police
again, and they asked me to try the
Woodburn lot, where the only spot
I found was a faculty-only spot and
the police told me I was not allowed
to park there. After some more driving around I found a spot in R2 half
an hour later.
I then decided to count the
spots for resident students. In R2 I
counted 317 spots, eight of which
were illegal, only 158 vehicles there
had parking permits, 159 had no
permit and none of those cars had
any type of citation. At 7:30 p.m.
I moved to R1, where I counted
274 spots, only 38 of those were
occupied by non-permitted cars, of
the 38 only six had citations. I was
finished with my counting by 7:50
p.m. With 197 vehicles without a
permit, and only six of them having
citations, this makes me as a student
feel very insignificant. I pay a lot of
money to come to this school, and
even more for my parking pass. I
fully expect that if I pay so much,
Xavier should care enough to give
me a spot.
Michael Lanner | ’10

Torture Is Immoral, Inhumane and Illegal
Congress has passed a law
restricting the use of torture in
interrogating (suspected) terrorists.
President Bush vetoed the bill. In so
doing, Bush has made the United
States the only country in the world
to openly condone torture, morally
and legally. The reason given by
the president: “This is no time for
Congress to abandon practices that
have a proven track record of keeping America safe.”
Torture should not and cannot be
allowed; the proposition that torture
is immoral, inhumane and ineffective should be apparent to all.
Torture is immoral. All religions
in the world condemn inflicting
instrumental pain on others. The
Bible tells us to love our neighbors.
The Koran promotes human dignity
at all costs. Buddha preached ways
to avoid human suffering.

Bush stands alone to claim that
torture is moral, without recitation
of any moral authorities.
Torture is inhumane. As an exriot platoon commander, I can attest
from experience that the holloweyed, hateful look of the torturer
and the hurtful screams and helpless
posture of the tortured tested our
conscience and scarred our souls.
Torture is dehumanizing to the tortured as well as to the torturer.
Bush stands alone to claim that
torture is humane, without empathy
or sensitivity.
Torture is against the law. The
Bill of Rights of the U.S. Constitution prohibits cruel and unusual punishment. The Fourteenth
Amendment’s due process clause
implores us to treat all people with
fairness befitting a civilized nation.
The Geneva Conventions and the

International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights made torture a
crime against humanity. The U.S.
Army Field Manual outlaws the
use of torture and other inhumane
treatments of POWs.
Bush stands alone to claim that
torture is legal, without consulting the International Convention
Against Torture or listening to his
own Attorney General.
Does Bush wish torture to be a
universal and legitimate practice
all over the world? How might
that make the world, including
America, a better—moral, humane
and safe—place to live?
Kam C. Wong | Chair
Department of Criminal Justice
For the full text of this letter, log
on to www.xavier.edu/newswire.
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So It Goes by Matt Kroeger
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Check Us Out !!
www.homecityice.com

PERFECT SUMMER JOB!
Hiring Students Part-Time (Now!) and Full-Time During
Summer




  
   
      
 
          
     
      
       

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY!!
We offer 10-40+ hours/week

EARN UP TO $12.00 PLUS PER HOUR

!

Two Great Locations Just Minutes from
Campus!!

Cinti./N.KY
513-941-0340

  

 

   

Forest Park
513-851-4040

  
  
 

VISIT US ON THE WEB

!

www.homecityice.com

#FDPNFB#SVFHHFNBO
'FMMPXBOECFHJOBOFX
EJBMPHVFXJUIUIFXPSME
argentina
costa rica

tanzania N costa rica N israel N ireland N china N switzerland
N italy N dubai N india N czech republic N gambia N france N iran

N
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CFDPNFB8JOUFS$PIFO'BNJMZ#SVFHHFNBO4UVEFOU'FMMPXGPSUIFGBMMTFNFTUFS+VOJPSTBSFQBSUJDVMBSMZFODPVSBHFE
Fellows:
t3FDFJWFB JOUFSOBUJPOBMUSBWFMHSBOU
t1BSUJDJQBUFJOUIFDFOUFSTFWFOUTBOEBDUJWJUJFT
t1BSUJDJQBUFJOBSFBEJOHBOEEJTDVTTJPOHSPVQXJUI
PUIFSGFMMPXT
t&OHBHFJOBUISFFIPVSJOEFQFOEFOUSFTFBSDIQSPKFDU
XJUIDFOUFSEJSFDUPS+BNFT#VDIBOBOBOEQFSIBQT
POFPGZPVSNBKPSQSPGFTTPST
t5IJOLDSFBUJWFMZ1SPKFDUTDBOCFBOZUIJOHGSPN
USBEJUJPOBMBDBEFNJDTUVEJFT UPQIPUPKPVSOBMJTUJD
FTTBZT UPDSFBUJWFXSJUJOHQSPKFDUT FUD

Applications must include:
t/BNF BEESFTT UFMFQIPOFBOEFNBJM
t4QFDJGZKVOJPS TFOJPSPSHSBEVBUFTUVEFOU
t0GGJDJBMUSBOTDSJQUT
t"POFPSUXPQBHFTUBUFNFOUEFTDSJCJOHZPVS
JOUFSFTUJOCFJOHBGFMMPXBOEUIFUZQFPGSFTFBSDI
JOXIJDIZPVXPVMEFOHBHF 
JODMVEJOHJEFBTGPSZPVSJOUFSOBUJPOBMUSBWFM
t/BNFT FNBJMTBOEUFMFQIPOFOVNCFSTPG
UXP9BWJFSGBDVMUZNFNCFSTXIPNXFDBO
DPOUBDUBTSFGFSFODFT
For more information, contact the center at
513-745-3922.

Send applications to
the Brueggeman Center
by March 21. Award notifications
will be made by March 31.
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For examples of past
fellows’ projects, go to
www.xavier.edu/dialogue
and click on “Brueggeman
Fellows Program.”
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Lavender injury casts doubts for XU Women take A-10 title
Postseason hopes may hinge on point guard’s ankle
Doug Tifft
Sports Editor

One of the keys to a successful season this year for the Xavier
men’s basketball team was to avoid
injuries.
They managed to navigate
through the majority of the season with a relatively clean bill of
health.
That is at least until they met
Charlotte on Feb. 13, when senior
point guard Drew Lavender rolled
his left ankle.
Since then, it’s been a guessing
game whether or not Lavender
would be able to play effectively
on his injured ankle, a trend that
continued Saturday night as Lavender watched his Senior Night game
from the bench.
In his absence Stanley Burrell
has assumed the point guard role,
doing a reasonable job contributing
11 points and four assists in the 8661 defeat of Richmond.
Without Lavender in the lineup,
other players have been forced to
cover roles for which they may not
be suited, such as Burrell playing
point and forcing B.J. Raymond to
move into the shooting guard role.
Raymond was able to remain in
his small forward position against
Richmond due to the emergence of
freshman Dante Jackson, who contributed lock-down defense to go
with five points and five rebounds
in his first career start.
In his normal position, Raymond
found his stroke going 5-9 from
three point range on his way to a
career-high 22 points.

newwire photo by erika bresee

Without second team All Atlantic 10 Conference point gaurd Drew
Lavender Xavier’s offense has not been clicking on all cylinders.
Despite the success in his abDuncan and Lavender were also
sence, Xavier will need Lavender named to the second team All-Conback in his normal role if they ference, with Burrell making the
hope to make a significant NCAA third team.
Tournament run.
Burrell was displeased with
The first step will come in these results, believing that some
earning a high seed in the NCAA of his other teammates should have
Tournament by playing well in the recieved honors as well.
Atlantic 10 Championship.
“I’ve got champions in that
Xavier will play the winner locker room. B.J. [Raymond],
of the game between Dayton and C.J. [Anderson], Derrick [Brown].
Saint Louis at noon on Thursday Those guys shouldn’t have been
at Boardwalk Hall in Atlantic City, left out like that. No way. Those
N.J.
guys are champs. Where would we
According to Burrell, Xavier be without them? I’m so upset,”
will be playing with added moti- Burrell said.
vation in the tournament after they
Burrell’s words represent the
were slighted in the publishing selfless leadership role that he has
of the Atlantic 10 All-Conference undertaken this season.
team on Monday.
Xavier may have to rely heavily
Burrell was named the Confer- on Burrell’s leadership as Lavenence’s Defensive Player of the Year, der’s status for the coming games
Sean Miller was named the Coach remains ambiguous, especially
of the Year and Josh Duncan earned with a short recovery time between
the Sixth Man of the Year Award.
games in the tournaments.

emily neubauer
Staff Writer

It is a given that the No. 10
ranked Xavier University men’s
basketball team is going to make it
to the 2008 NCAA Tournament.
But now we know that the Xavier women will be joining them.
The women’s basketball team
was victorious over Temple in
Philadelphia Monday night to secure a spot in March Madness later
this month.
This is the second time in two
years the number three seeded
Xavier has guaranteed themselves
a spot in the tournament by winning
the A-10 Tournament.
Junior Jerri Taylor led all scorers
with 14 points and led Xavier to a
47-42 win and the A-10 championship.
Taylor’s 14 points came on 4-6
shooting and a perfect 2-2 from
beyond the arc.
Freshman center Ta’Shia Phillips was named the tournament’s
Most Outstanding Player, with 10

points and 13 rebounds, securing
her 18th double-double of the season. She was 4-7 from the floor with
six offensive and seven defensive
rebounds.
Sophomore forward Amber Harris was named to the All-Championship Team and scored 12 points,
with six rebounds and five blocked
shots.
At the half, Temple held a three
point lead, 24-21.
However, the Musketeers practiced exceptional defense, holding
the Owls to only eight points and
three field goals for the remainder
of the game.
The Musketeers have now won
four Atlantic 10 Championships
since the 2000 season, and the team
improves to a league best 22-9 alltime in A-10 Championship play.
XU is 8-1 overall as the defending A-10 Champion. On the season,
Xavier improves to 24-8. They
will find out their opponent for the
first game of the tournament on
March 24.

photo courtesy goxavier.com

The Xavier women’s basketball team celebrated their second straight
Atlantic 10 Championship after defeating Temple 47-42 on Monday.

Classifieds

For classified orders and information, call Zach Nolden at 513-745-3561 or email him at Newswire-Classifieds@xavier.edu

Help Wanted

FUN and Rewarding Summer Job Opportunities in Cincinnati! Enjoy the outdoors while leading and teaching children recreation
activities as a summer day camp counselor. Weekdays 9:30 AM3:30 PM. Positions include: archery, drama & singing, maintenance,
male group conselors, rifle, swimming instructors (current life
guarding required, WSI preferred), team sports and other activity leaders. Camp Session: June 23-August 1st. Pre-camp work
available in May; staff training on 5/24 & 5/31 on Saturday & evening 5/30. cincinnati location near Winton Woods. Call Camp
Wildbrook 513-931-2196 or email Campwildbrook@cinci.rr.com

For Rent

Houses For Rent. 2, 3, and 4 bedroom houses available for this
winter, next summer and next school year, 2 blocks from campus,
clean, fully equipped, off street parking, laundry, next to other student housing, please call 513-616-3798 or email cit545@aol.com
Houses still available for 2008 school year.
All
with
air
conditioning,
free
laundry
and
parking.
Call Matt (513) 587-9884 or matthew.dias@ge.com
Large Two Bedroom Apartment with bonus room. Free heat &
water included. Two blocks to campus. Off street parking and
Energetic, fun person to watch & escort 2 kids(7 & 11 laundry on site. $590 per month. Must see, call (513) 673-4946
yrs) to summer activities 3 days a week, references and 3/4 bedroom- Norwood. Walk to Xavier. Water paid. Coin op laungood transportation needed. email hkerr@cinci.rr.com dry. $850 per month. $450 Deposit. Call Mike @ 513-300-2392
Earn $$$ while you tan. Enjoy the water? Working outside? Inter- Look for 3 roomates to rent the best apartment we have seen
ested in teaching? The City of Springdale, OH is looking for mature in the Xavier market. This apartment has everything you could
qualified, friendly and dedicated individuals to lifeguard. Great pay want! Wood paneled walls, Close to Xavier, Large kit., extremely
scale of $7.75-$12.00 p/h DOQ. American Red Cross Lifeguard, large private bdrms, party rooms, large deck, it’s amazing! Rent is
Standard First Aid and CPR or equivalents required. Certification in $360 per person! Call Nick if you are interested! 330-317-1728
 American Red Cross Water Safety Instructor preferred. Day, night Three Bedroom apartment in secure building. Walk or bike
and weekend hours available. EOE Apply at the Springdale Parks to class. Free parking and on-site laundry. $750 per month in
and Recreation Dept., 11999 Lawnview Ave. Springdale, OH, 45246 cludes all heat and water. You can definately see yourself liv
or download an application from the web site www.springdale.org. ing here. Call Scott at 673-4946 to set an appointment.

Renting for June or August,Amazing 6 Bedroom, 3 bath apartment! 1/4 mile from XU, Extremely large apartment! Featrues: X-Large Full
Children’s
Day
Camp
Summer
Staff.
Cincinnati
Nature
Center

seeks Children’s Day Camp Summer Staff. Details: http://www.cin- kitchen w/ tiled counter tops,Very large living room, X-large private
cynature.org/cnc.asp?n=jobs-summer or call 513-831-1722 x127. bedrooms, Fire place in most rooms, front porch,A/C, Garage parking,
excellent maintenance service, cable accent ligting, and a great party
Perfect Summer Baby-Sitting Job for Student: Begin June 2nd, 15- area in lower level! $2,160.00 ($360 per person) includes all utilities!
20 hours per week, starting at 3:00 PM, Mon-Fri. Pick up our son The apt will go fast so don’t wait! For showings call (513) 266-6567.
at summer camp and supervise till we get home. Must have own Across from campus. Best deal for one quiet student: cute air condicar, salary negotiable. Contact Hal at hal_rodenberg@yahoo.com tioned studios from $350 to $380. Huge deluxe two bedroom apart
ment ideal for professor or two (maximum) quiet grad students $795.

Also several summer rentals. For photos/info cincivegan@juno.com

Spring Break 2008. Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go Free. Call for group


discounts. Best Deals Guarenteed! Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida. 800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.

Earn $$$$ this summer! Assistant Aquatic Director. City of Springdale, OH. Responsible for assisting in the managmenet and operation
of the municipal swimming pool. Seasonal position begins in April
and ends mid September. Duties include pre-season/post-season
pool preparations, hiring and supervision of aquatic staff and organization of special pool related events. Knowledge of pool chemistry,
filtration and daily maintenance is essential. Current certification in
Lifeguarding,Water Safety Instructor, CPR and First Aid. Salary range
$4500.00-$6000.00 DOQ. Days, nights and weekends required. EOE
Apply at the Springdale Parks and Recreation Dept., 11999 Lawnview Ave. Springdale, OH 45246 or download an application from
the web site www.springdale.org. For more information call Sharon
Casselman, Assistant Parks and Recreation Director, at 346-3910.
Xavier Professor looking for daytime babysitter to care
for two young children in Madeira. 8 miles from camFlexible.
Email
amatsonhyland@yahoo.com
pus.
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Proper Facebook etiquette
emily hoferer
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Facebook is both a blessing
and a curse for Xavier students. I
personally owe about two points of
my GPA to Facebook, but it has also
been helpful in contacting people
and keeping in touch with friends
from high school. As a frequent
user, I’ve noticed that some people
just simply do not follow proper
Facebook etiquette. Yes, there is
such a thing as Facebook etiquette.
There are some very simple procedures and manners to follow when
using everyone’s favorite social
networking website.
The Rules of Friending
When friending people on Facebook, I like to follow the “Facebook
Rule of Three.” If you have met a
person — that is, exchanged names
and had conversation at least three
times, it is then acceptable to friend
them on Facebook. Also, if you
have spent an extended period of
time with them (three hours, three
days, etc) and you can say at least
three things about them, it is acceptable to friend them.
It’s not acceptable to friend
someone you do not know because
you find them attractive, if they
have the same last name as you,
if they are on the men’s basketball
team or if you want them to vote
for you in the upcoming SGA
elections.
There are a few exceptions to

wednesdaY
March 12

I AM A-FURY THIS WEEK,
CITIZENS (that’s right...the “a”
is included in the word “fury” for
added emphasis)! I AM SO AFURY THAT I AM WRITING IN
CAPITAL LETTERS! DO YOU
KNOW HOW MUCH I DISLIKE
WRITING IN CAPITAL LETTERS?
No? I’ve never told you before?
Oh, OK , I guess I’ll tell you now.
I STRONLY DISLIKE WRITING IN CAPITAL LETTERS.
BUT, FRIENDS, IT IS NECESSARY THIS WEEK TO MAKE
THE POINT THAT I AM ANGRY....ANGRY!
What on earth could make me so
angry? Oh I’ll tell you...

this rule. For example, it’s OK to
friend your roommates on Facebook before you get to school.
Not only is it slightly tacky, but
it is just plain rude to delete friends
from Facebook, especially if they
go to the same school as you. If
you followed the Facebook Rule of
Three then you have good reason to
stay friends with this person. Also,
Xavier is a relatively small school
and you are bound to run into this
person again or have a reason
to lurk on their profile. Keeping
your Facebook friends prevents
awkward situations and makes you
look popular.
There are, of course, a few exceptions to this rule. For example,
if this person ripped your heart out,
stomped all over it and then fed it to
a pack of stray dogs and you never
want to look at their Facebook
profile again, then delete away. Any
form of a horrible fight or falling
out is a good reason to un-friend
someone.
The Profile Picture
Some people believe that your
profile picture should only be a
picture of you. While this is the
safest and most proper way, you
may want to spice things up. The
trick is to make sure that you are
distinguishable in your picture. Try
to pick a picture with you in the center or the person who all the action
is geared towards. Bonus points if
your profile picture captures some
sort of cool action or location.

The most important thing is that
your profile picture is a picture of
you. I know for a fact that if you go
to Xavier, you probably do not look
like Sean Miller unless you are Sean
Miller. Putting a picture of someone
that is not you is not OK.
Again, there a few exceptions.
If your team wins a championship
of some kind, it’s OK to put the
picture of any victorious celebrations as your profile picture. There
is an expiration date of about two
weeks. Also, if there is a tragedy
of some kind, it is acceptable to
have the symbolic ribbon as your
profile picture.
Doctored photos of your head
on the body of an animal are just
plain tacky. You are not an M&M
either.
Tagging and Un-tagging
Remember this if anything:
Facebook is public domain, which
means that anyone can take your
pictures off your profile and publish
them (including the Newswire).
This means that the picture of you
bent over the toilet on your 21st
birthday could be put on our front
page in color and there is absolutely
nothing you can do about it.
Be careful which pictures you
put up for this reason, as well
as the fact that anyone can get
on Facebook now and see your
pictures (including parents and
employers). I recommend adjusting
your profile security settings when
it comes to Facebook. If you want

to un-tag a picture, go ahead, but it
doesn’t make the picture go away
completely.
Tagging people as objects is
acceptable if there is an inside
joke. Also, album titles should be
creative and enticing.
Applications
I’m not against Facebook applications at all. I’m a personal
fan of the Xavier basketball fans,
Bumper Sticker and the “What
Character from Sex and the City
are you?” applications (I’m Carrie
Bradshaw, for those of you who
were wondering). It’s important to
spread the applications out across
your profile. If I have to plow
through 26 applications just to get
to your wall (and even more, if
I’m thrown off by the Super-Wall
application) it will result in sensory
overload and then it’s just not worth
it for me to post on your wall. Try
to put applications on the sidebar or
beneath your wall.
Feel free to decline application
invitations. If you do not want to
blast zombies or find out which
boy band you are, then hit ‘ignore
it’ with delight. Too many applications just means you have way too
much free time.
There’s your crash course in
Facebook Etiquette 101. Now go
out and Facebook to your heart’s
content. Make Mark Zuckerberg
proud.
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745-2878
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Stump the Schwab
Do you think you’re “The Schwab”
of Xavier? Come take the “Stump
The Schwab Challenge” at 9 p.m.
on Thursday, March 13 in GSC
Rm. 214. The top scorer will be
named “Xavier’s Schwab” and
the second, third and fourth place
contestants will face him/her
in Xavier’s first “Stump The
Schwab Showdown” on Tuesday, March 25 at 7 p.m. in the
GSC atrium. The winner will
receive a $200 Visa Gift Card.
These events are hosted by Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.

Movie Madness
It’s time for another round of
“Leadership Movie Madness.” This month, we explore
the lessons in leadership from
“Mona Lisa Smile.” Join us as
from 6-8 p.m. on Wednesday,
March 12 in the GSC Clocktower Lounge. Bring a friend for
popcorn, prizes and discussion.

Monday
March 17

Not only is the content information wrong, it barely even mentiones
this column!
By Briana Hansen. To place an item in the calendar, mail to hansenb@xavier.edu.
Citizens! Did you read that!?
We are barely mentioned! And it
mentions, but does not make fun
of Patrick Stevenson! How is that
March 13
March 15
even possible?
But the main reason I’m using
But now, I’m so angry at cyberCitizens, this is serious!
this column as an outlet for my
space that I feel I need to take it to
frustration with cyberspace has
a classy, calm talk show entitled
to do with a little site some call
“I’ve got a secret to tell you” hosted
“Wikipedia.” It should be called
by Maury.
“Lie-ipedia” or “False-ipedia” or
I’ll bet keeping up many makeHere’s my secret, cyberspace:
“Anyone-can-write-anything-theybelieve lives can be exhausting!
WE ARE IN A FIGHT!
You want my reasons? You reWhat prompted my suddent ex- want-without-having-to-answerally want my reasons? You’re tell- plosion of fury? Two things...okay, to-anyone-no-matter-how-muchit-may-be-offbase-ipedia.” Yeah.
ing me that you keep reading for a make it three:
page and half about how angry I
I just got wicked déjà vu...a feel- Something like that.
Who are you scary Wikipedia
Well, somebody has graciously
am and now you want some sort of ing that has never come over me
madman!? We will find you...
justification?
before while writing this column. taken their time out of their obviously very busy schedule to create
Geez, somebody is high main- And I blame you, cyberspace.
We need to find out who did this.
tainence.
Next, I heard a story about a very a Wikipedia page based on our very I need you to spy on your neighbors,
Fine.
good friend of mine who happened own Newswire!
trust no one and report any suspiSounds exciting, right?
I’ll give you my reasoning.
to stumble across a MySpace page
cous behavior back to me. Together,
Wrong!
But not until tomorrow because I which had pictures of him and his
we can restore order in the world.
That is so wrong!
am running out of space here.
friends, but the profile name and
the friends’ names were completely
made-up.
Why you gotta be like this
The pictures were taken from
March 18
cyberspace? You’re insufferable!
March 14
March 16
Facebook and placed on MySpace
It’s Spring Break so if you’re
CYBERSPACE.
There will be an Alternative in this fantasy land somebody had
First of all, nobody on the actual looking for something to do, it is
That’s right. Today I’m raging Breaks Kickoff today at 5 p.m. in created about this person without Newswire staff has any idea who pointless to read this column and
against the machine that is cyber- the Fieldhouse. I cannot control them ever knowing.
created this page. Though some of think I have something creative
space.
anything about you or how much
THINK ABOUT THAT.
the staff has dabbled in Wikipedia, to do.
Normally, cyberspace and I are information people have access
CREEEEEEEEEEEPY.
Come to think of it, it is pointless
none of us have actually taken the
like two casual acquaintances. I like to about me no matter how little
Somebody had actually taken the time to create a seperate Newswire to read this column and think that I
it. It likes me. We don’t have a real information I may give you.
time to create an entire alternative page. Yet, it’s been created...
ever have something creative to do.
issue with each other to speak of.
I am by no means a control freak, identity who had friends, made comNext, the page quotes a statistic I don’t. Ever.
We’re like an old married couple but I am becoming increasingly ments on other people’s pictures, that seems completely made-up.
Still want advice? Here’s somewho have never really loved nor more uncomfortable with the idea had an entire life story...that was not It seems to have absolutely no thing: Sit back, relax and make your
hated each other. We just kind of of people having access to my vitals even in the slightest bit true.
mathemetical support nor is it well own fantasy land into a reality with
lived together.
at the click of a button.
Let me reiterate, CREEEEEPY. explained.
the help of cyberspace!
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hen one of its own decided to venture beyond his comfort zone,
to take a break from the distressingly consumeristic trappings of
American life, to step outside and see what’s shakin’ in the real
world, the Xavier Newswire found itself in a unique position.

With a staff editor in Ghana for an is the Akan, to which about 45 percent of the
Academic Service Learning Semester, the country’s 22 million people belong. A majorNewswire became the only paper in the tri- ity of the Akan are Asante, and reside in or
state area with a foreign correspondent.
around the center of the country.
As such, this feature was conceived with
Though it is still considered a developing
the intention of giving Xavier’s vicarious trav- country, Ghana has been privatizing and modelers an informative, if incomplete, glimpse ernizing its economy for a number of years
of life in sub-Saharan West Africa.
and, for the right price, one can live quite
Some background information: Ghana comfortably (some would say decadently)
became an independent naby Western stantion on March 6, 1957. As
dards.
a British colony, the country
John A. Kufuor
was known as the Gold Coast,
won Ghana’s first
and its abundance of the prepeaceful, free and
cious metal, along with its
fair democratic
prevalence in the trans-Atlanelection in 2000,
tic slave trade made Ghana a
and again in 2004
lucrative hold in the British
under the slogan
Empire.
“So far, so good!”
Sophomore Lauren Meisman He will leave ofThe largest ethnic group
fice in December
as one of Africa’s most respected heads of
state. This is an election year, and the campaign process has been dignifed and calm
so far.
Kufuor recently welcomed American
President George W. Bush for a state visit
to Ghana to discuss, among other things,
U.S. aid to fight malaria and AIDS, American military bases in Africa and Ghanaian
access to American business markets (see:

American refinement of the quantities of crude oil recently discovered
off Ghana’s coast).

John (right) washes clothes in typical Ghanaian fashion with Ashley Williams, Lauren
Meissman and Abbie Larkin (left to right). Life in Ghana is a stark contrast from that in the
States, including tub baths, exceptionally spicy food and a deeply felt connection to family.
As it does in much of the rest of the world, soccer is king (illustrated by the body-painted
soccer fans, on their way to support Ghana in the 2008 African Cup of Nations, left).
To read more about the Xavier group’s experiences, go to http://www.xavier.edu/portal_
announcements/pdf/ghana-newsletter-1.pdf.

Live
Fr m
Ghana

precedence over meeting a schedule. Secondly, transportation in Kumasi, and indeed
in Ghana, is unpredictable. Although many
people own cars and taxis, 18-21 passenger
vans called tro-tros are the most numerous
vehicles on the road. Travel time depends on
traffic (which is always busy), vehicle availability (some days it is nearly impossible to
find a tro-tro on the right route that has empty
seats available) and the temperament of the
driver. Patience, therefore, is an essential and
quickly learned virtue.
The Xavier group does service
at four locations around Kumasi, with two or three people at
each service site. The Kumasi
Children’s Home serves orphaned, abandoned and needy
children. Life Communithis means finding their way to
ties serves mentally handione of four assigned service sites
capped adults. The Street
by 8 a.m.
Girls Project serves disadvantaged
Arriving “on time” is somewhat of a relayouth and young adults who have
tive term, given the Ghanaian view of time and
traveled to Kumasi from
their style of transportation.
the northern region
Time is seen more in terms
Above: Cassie Kennedy’s living quarters
The Facts about Ghana: of the country. The
of events and experiences
Mother Teresa Home
in Kumasi. Below: a view of the
• Capital/largest city: Accra
than in terms of hours on
for the Abandoned
cannonade at Cape Coast Castle, a
• Population: 23 million (‘07 est.)
a clock, and so stopping to
serves the poorest of
major slave castle operated by the British
chat with someone is given
• U.N. Human Development Index
the poor.
on the west coast of Ghana.
ranking: 135th out of 177
Service lasts un• ‘07 GDP: $65 billion (75th)
til around noon on
• ‘07 GDP per capita: $2,963 (130th)
Monday, Tuesday
a n d We d n e s d a y.
From then, the group
has two hours of free
time before classes begin at 2 p.m. This time
is spent running errands, eating and visiting
one of the Internet café’s on the campus of
Kwame Nkrumah University for Science and
Technology, where the group has classes.
Classes end between 5 and 6 p.m., depending on the day of the week, and group
members usually return to their host families
for an evening meal and some down time. In
addition to being plentiful, food with the host
families is spicy and starchy. Yams, plantains
and rice are popular entrees, and are usually
served with a spicy stew and a small serving
of protein, generally of chicken or fish. Both
All photographs by John LaFollette meats are served with the bones still in, and
Xavier’s group is housed with host families
in Kumasi, Ghana’s second-largest city, in the
Asante region.
A typical weekday begins before 6 a.m.,
with the rising sun, the noise of animals and
the bustle of family members. Most people
start their days early, when the temperature is
a cool 85 degrees Farenheit and sleeping past
7 a.m. is reserved only for the “lazy.”
Breakfast is usually a variation on toast
(half a loaf’s worth), egg (one or two, fried
or boiled) and coffee or tea. Cocoa is also a
popular breakfast drink, and is delicious with
sugar and evaporated milk.
After breakfast, food is given time to
digest, various errands are run to stores like
“Clap for Jesus Food Stuffs” and the business day begins. For Xavier students,

by Foriegn
Correspondent
John LaFollette

it is not a given that the fish will be cleaned
of its scales.
Food can sometimes be unpalatable, but
time with
host families is invaluable.
From a single source,
g r o u p
members
get cultural insight,
language
tutoring,
theological and
geo-political instruction
and fam- A rare photograph of an
i l y - s t y l e Asante chief, known as a
“hene,” with his attendants.
love.
Weekends are spent with host families and
with the group for planned trips to other parts
of the country.

A popular weekend activity is attending a funeral, which only take
place on Saturdays and Sundays.
A typical funeral is a week of celebration,
beginning within seven days of death. Some
time after this (one week to 40 days to a few
years later) a lying-in-state visitation is held
for mourners to view the body of the deceased,
which is either sitting upright in a chair or lying in its casket. After this is burial, followed
then by a change of clothes for the mourners
to black and red, and where mourners gather
under tents in a big field to sit and talk.
For many, and mostly the men, a funeral is
a chance to share time and a few drinks with
friends. This phenomenon nicely captures the
spirit of Ghana. Respect is paid to those who
deserve it, and the opportunity to pay respect
is a highly social event. Indeed, Ghana is a
very sociable, warm country. Hospitality to
friends and visitors is of the utmost importance here, and the Xavier group’s experience
so far reflects that.

